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From the President’s Desk
Dear Friends,

but, most of all, we experience it in our hearts. For,
more than just a day, Christmas is a state of mind.
It is found throughout the year whenever faith
overcomes doubt, hope conquers despair, and love
triumphs over hate. It is present when men of any
creed bring love and understanding to the hearts of
their fellow man.

I am very happy to express my warmest
greetings and best wishes to all of you who are
celebrating Christmas. This Christmas is unique
and dear to my heart because it marks my first
Christmas as president of MCA-EC and I join with
you in celebrating it, recognizing the sense of
renewed hope and comfort it brings to us as a
people and community at large.

Let us, as members, supporters and wellwishers of MCA-EC resolve to honor this spirit of
Christmas and strive to keep it throughout the year
and give thanks for Christ's message of love and
mercy, and remember our responsibility and calling
to freely and reverently serve our fellow man. This
is our charge and this is our purpose.

During the Christmas season, our thoughts
turn to the source of joy and hope born in a
humble manger on a holy night more than 2,000
years ago. Each year, Christians everywhere
celebrate this single life that changed the world
and continues to change hearts today. The
simple and inspiring story of the birth of Jesus fills
our souls with gratitude for the many blessings in
our lives and promises that God's purpose is
justice and His plan is peace and good ill among
men. It is the fulfillment of age-old prophecies and
the reaffirmation of God's great love for all of us.
Jesus Christ is the very personification of Divinity.
He was born at a time when ignorance,
superstition, greed, hatred and hypocrisy
prevailed upon the land. Purity was forgotten and
morality was neglected. In the midst of these
conditions, Christ was born and thus hope and
compassion entered a world weary with fear and
despair and He changed it for all time.
Customarily, we celebrate the birth of
Christ with prayer, feasting, and great merriment,

On behalf of the MCA-EC family, I pray your
Christmas will be blessed with family and
fellowship, and we wish you a day of glad tidings.
May God Bless you and prosper the work at our
hands.
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Steven Aranha
President MCA-EC, 2012-2013
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WALKING BY FAITH: WORDS OF WISDOM
Christmas: Its True Significance

Dear Friends,
It was December 10th, 1223, when St. Francis of Assisi had the idea of representing
the Nativity in the town of Greccio. He had a manger prepared, hay carried in and
an ox and a donkey led to the spot. The brothers gathered, the people arrived, and
the environment was filled with a multitude of bright lights and by resonant and
harmonious hymns of praise. St. Francis stood before the manger, filled with piety,
bathed in tears, and overcome with joy. In this way, he realized the first crib of the
history. The tradition says the hay from the crib was kept by the people and
miraculously cured sick animals and drove away different kinds of pestilence.
Christmas is the feast of significance; the Christmas tree, crib, carols, Santa Claus,
stars, gifts, cakes. Every celebration during Christmas carries its own meaning and
significance. The greatest significance of all is God coming to us; the expression of
God’s love in sending Jesus to the Humanity. Jesus represented God on this earth
so that we may represent God to one another. That is, the closer we are to human,
the closer we are to Divine.
Dear Friends, we the families of the Manglorean Catholic Association are looking
forward to this great Feast. We celebrate it in our families, at the Association, in
the Parish, with friends, and above all, among the needy. Jesus is born every year,
let the significance of His birth radiate in our words and actions. He came to create
peace, love and joy on earth. As his followers, let us not create peace on earth but
between this person and that person. Let us not spread love to humanity but to the
one fellow needy whom we meet. And we will have brought peace and love to
ourselves.
I wish you all Blessings of the Babe Jesus and a Grace filled New Year.

Fr. Arun Lobo
Capuchin
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Christmas Memories and Wishes
I love Christmas time, I always have. The lights and smells. Stuffing myself silly with Kuswar and all the variety of sweets that are
prepared for the wonderful season. I love the chill in the air, the sound of bells ringing as you shop. The feeling you get when your
coins jingle into the big red bucket the bells were ringing for.
Christmas was wonderful for me when I was a child. Though I never helped my mom prepare Kuswar, I always eagerly watched her
make and distribute it to our friends and family. We spent days and weeks making the Crib and Star. We eagerly anticipated the
midnight mass where we could sit on pews and see the decorated altar at church. It was simple and meaningful.
Now, I'm an adult with children of my own. I love watching my children. How they enjoy everything. I loved watching my five year old
son opening a Nintendo DSI he had wanted, then getting so excited, then watching my daughter smile at the teddy bear she dreamed
for.
Some of the family traditions have changed. We love to drive around looking at houses decorated in their holiday best. Enjoying the
smells that come with it. Listening to Christmas music.
Christmas is all about family and sharing. I will enjoy my family the same as every other year. Christmas is the most wonderful time of
the year. Don't forget to lend help to the needy. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

-John D’Souza, VP of Finance, 2012-2013

The word Christmas brings an instant smile to my face because I have always associated the word with
holidays, vacation, gifts, celebration and travel. I have lived in the US, India and the Middle East and no
matter where you are, this time of the year is special. Since most of our extended family is outside of
India, we try to get together during Christmas in Mangalore and its truly an exciting time. The view of any
neighborhood in Mangalore at night is nothing short of spectacular.
Christmas shopping, followed by setting up the Christmas tree and decorating the house kicks off the
season in my household. One important component is the "Star" which is placed at the highest point of
the home and is visible for miles. Sending Christmas cards, making and distributing kuswar is really fun.
Setting up the crib and participating in competitions was something I was always looked forward to and
have also won a few prizes. Attending midnight mass and singing Christmas carols were not only
exciting, but made me realize the true meaning of Christmas.

-Kevin Saldanha, VP of PR, 2013

"It's the most wonderful time of the year," one of my all time favorite Christmas songs for a special reason.
Just like the lyrics of this song, Christmas to me brings back a lot of good old memories of friends and family back home.
It’s a nostalgic feeling when I think about the midnight mass we would attend in the open grounds in Bombay, decorating
the star and Christmas tree, setting up the Nativity, Kuswar preparations and then enjoying the delicious home cooked food. How
could I ever forget handing out "Chai Pani" or "Kismass ka Bakshheesh" to the postman, telephone guy, and Doodhwala who
would surprisingly show up at our doorstep with a smile on that day?
If a fairy grants me three wishes...other than the magical lotto numbers…I would ask to go back in time to celebrate one
Christmas as a kid. Years have passed by but memories of those good times never fade.
Now that we have built our own little dream in this amazing country, I'm looking forward to cherishing a lot of memories. I
am indeed happy to be a part of this MCA-EC family. Without MCA-EC I wouldn't have had the opportunity to meet so many
families and bond with so many of you. The bond that links true family is not one of blood, but of respect and joy in each other's
life. I count myself lucky to be a part of this talented board who brings in so much energy, creativity and new ideas. The depth of
the talent in this organization amazes me. It has been a privilege to serve this organization as VP-PR and a member of the Board.
On behalf of my family, I wish you and your family a "Merry Christmas" and a "Prosperous New Year"!!
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-Roshan D’Mello, VP of PR, 2013

Raising a Traditional Family: Two Perspectives
Arun Menezes, VP of Membership 2012-13

Merlin Mendonca, VP of Programs 2012-13

Family as dictionary defines it is “A social unit that shares common
beliefs/activities and lives together”. I was asked to write on two
topics. The first being - how to raise a family with a work and life
balance – I’m not a pro and struggling myself in this area and so
would refer you to Google to provide articles from some well-known
authors. The one that I would prefer to talk about is raising a family
with a traditional Mangalorean touch.
Even though I was born and spent my early childhood in proper
Mangalore, life took a new course when we had to move to a small
village called Belthangady. With 3 siblings who were already in
their teens, they continued to attend a Kannada medium school and I
got the sole privilege to attend the only English medium school in
the area. I would not say luck was on my side, but definitely with a
praying mother, I had God on my side and ended up doing my
engineering and right out of school started working for a MNC in
Mumbai. Up to this path in my life, there were times during which I
felt I had missed something going to a school in a small village and
speaking Konkani at home. I felt I would have done better if I
attended a top English speaking school, so, I could excel in my
English speaking skills.
You might wonder, Why am I telling you all this, without really
giving tips of raising a traditional family. Let me come to the point tradition and culture is something you practice every day and not
something you bring out of you a few times a year. As you know,
any skill can be learned over a period of time, which is the very
reason as a family, one has to practice these along with the kids. This
was the motivation for me and my wife to talk in Konkani at home
with our 2 boys, and especially to make them aware of the roots they
come from. We face many situations in our everyday life which can
be used to put some of these into practices. Below are some of the
situations that come to my mind:
1. Some of the mysteries during the rosary time can be said in
Konkani – Practice bilingual rosary. If we hear Mass done
in Spanish-English, why not Konkani-English (Konglish)
2. Cook and feed the kids some Manglorean dishes once in a
blue moon –e.g. Dukramass(Pork dish). Not just cook and
feed, tell them about some of the unique spice mixtures we
use in them, like “Bafat Peeto”(Spice mixture used in Pork
Bafat)
3. If you are talking to folks in India over the phone,
especially your family members, practice speaking to them
in Konkani.
4. If you are visiting Mangalore, take the kids to places where
you grew up. Last time I went to India, I took my boys
mussel picking– “Kubbe Insoonk”.
In conclusion, my 2 cents of advice - start early and strictly follow it.
Now that New Year’s is coming soon, why not make it a resolution
to get started. Also, one thing I've learned is that, English might be
the most popular language used around, but if your kids cannot
communicate with the closest people in your family - especially the
elderly grandparents - there is no point in calling ourselves from
Mangalore.

As a working mother and a traveling husband, raising a family with
Mangalorean traditions can be a daunting task, especially if you are
studying. However, there is a saying, “Where there is will, there is a
way.” Always learn to set your priorities, don't hesitate to get help
from others. Born and raised in a Christian Mangalorean family, I
understand the tradition and values and wanted to promote these
traditions and values in my children. Everything starts with a family
prayer because they say that “A family that prays together stays
together.” Our children distribute the rosaries to all the members
before the start of the prayer. They lead the prayer. They kneel down
for the mysteries and conclude with a Konkani hymn. This is an
excellent way of keeping our tradition and bringing children closer
to God.
Another way we promote our culture is making Konkani the primary
language at home. My husband and I always converse in Konkani
which our children listen to. We talk to them in Konkani and we
have asked our parents to talk to them in Konkani. Until they started
Preschool, we spoke to them only in Konkani & laid the foundation.
Research shows that a child has the capacity to learn 7 languages by
the age of 7. So, why not make use of this opportunity? We believe
that they will learn English any way, due to the environment they
live in. It is imperative to learn Konkani. If we don't speak our own
native language, our tradition & culture dies. Finally, we take our
children to India regularly & also meet lot of Mangalorean friends so
that they can understand the traditions. When they see the culture
and tradition, it resonates very well with them. We tell them stories
about how we get special treatment in an unknown land when we
connect with someone in our common language. They have seen this
in their own eyes. Once recent example is in Cayman Island last
year, where we got special discounts when the shopkeeper (Goan)
overheard us talking in Konkani among ourselves. We also share our
childhood stories of how we were raised with this rich culture. This
year, in India during the Novena before Monthi Festh we made them
wake up early in the morning & attend the Novena & flower offering
which we did when we were kids. The kids liked this tradition.
I know it is hard, but we cannot lose our focus on what we set out to
do. Isn't rich Mangalorean culture and traditions holding all the
MCA-EC members together? Let’s make a conscious effort to pass
on what we value the most to our children. May god bless you all!
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MCA-EC Member Contributions
New Year Resolution 2013: To Thine Ownself Be True.
It was during the Christmas break of 1990, in Mumbai, India. I was in the 8th grade, struggling
to memorize William Shakespeare's "To Thine Ownself be true". Our teacher, Ms. Cynthia had
proclaimed "It’s compulsory". There is going to be a recitation competition in the New Year and
we were to get a head start. If we did well, we would get 100 points awarded to our house. We
complained endlessly. But memorize we did, at least I did. We did not win a prize but I have no
regrets. It was worth the effort. This poem has stayed with me all these years. It talks to me,
gives me counsel and has even inspired me to write this post.
So here it is, My New Year Resolution for 2013 - To be true to myself in every possible way I
can. I guess some of you may think this is so trivial. After all what's the big deal? Is it so hard to
be true to yourself? But as for me, I am not just myself anymore. I am this complex person who
is trying to be the best Mom, Wife, Daughter, Sister, Friend, Employee. So how do I be true to
myself, you may ask? For starters, I am not going to be living life on auto pilot all the time.
Whenever I can, I am going to think about how I feel about a particular situation. When am I
most happy? When am I most sad? What are the things I consciously or unconsciously avoid?
Who are the people who inspire me? To do this, however, I have to take the time to think,
contemplate and take stock. The holidays are the best time to do this. These are the days when
things slow down a bit, people are more relaxed and happy. Maybe I will wake an hour earlier,
while the family sleeps in and as I brew my tea, think about myself. I will think about all the
things I want to achieve in the New Year. Do I want to do it for myself or am I doing it to keep
up with the Joneses. Oscar Wilde once said: “Be yourself; everyone else is already taken”.
Being comfortable in your own skin takes inner-strength and courage. People may make fun of
you but when you can shrug and say “That’s me” and laugh at yourself, then you are on the path
to self realization and inner peace. I leave you with this thought:

When, yester eve, I knelt to pray,
As thou hast taught me to,
I seemed to hear the angels say,
To thine own heart be true......
Sincerely,
Amrith Rodrigues-Lewis
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Grace-filled Moments with MCA-EC

With sentiments of profound gratitude to God I wish to pen down these few lines sharing with you my
impressions and experience of my visit in September & October this year. During my earlier visit in
2008, I had felt the need for a forum to preserve and enrich the great values imbibed from the
motherland while living in a foreign land. With the formation of MCA-EC three years ago, this
dream was realized. Within a short span of three years, I am indeed happy to witness the growth and
vibrancy in MCA-EC, always striving to fulfill the objectives for which it was formed. My sincere
appreciation and congratulations to all who have rendered their selfless service to the association in
the past and those who are committed to work for its growth in the present.
Two months flew just like two days with many celebrations- Masses, house blessings, retreats and of
course the super-storm Sandy. Those were the moments I tasted the warmth of your love, care and
concern for each other. It was great to see that both in joys and sorrows, you are together. I think
that is the greatest miracle that has taken place through MCA-EC. I wish and pray that the unity and
fellowship among you be strengthened day by day. May the Lord continue to bless you abundantly
that His light shine in you brightly and through you, brighten the lives of many more around you.
Long live MCA-EC.
- Fr. Walter Dency Mendonca SVD

Vorn (Payasa) Recipe: Submitted by Santhan Mendonca

Ingredients: Moong dhal (250 grams), Jaggery (500 grams), raw rice (100 grams),
sabudana (100 grams), fresh coconut (200 grams), coconut milk (400 ml), cashew nuts
(50 grams), dry grapes ( 50 grams), cardamom (10-15), salt (as needed), lots of love.
1.
Soak the rice for 30 minutes. Grind rice with coconut and create a good mixture.
2.
Boil the mixture with moong dhal and salt. Add jaggery and stir well.
3.
Soak sabudhana in hot water. Make the powder of cardamom and keep it
separately.
4.
After the jaggery is dissolved, add cashew and dry grapes to the mixture and dilute
the mixture as needed.
5.
When the mixture comes to a boil, add coconut milk and cardamom powder.
6.
When the mixture boils, turn off the gas.
7.
Optionally, add lots of love before serving.

Joke Submitted by Michelle Fernandes: To Be 26 again!

A man was sitting on the edge of the bed, watching his wife, who was looking at herself in the mirror.
Since her birthday was not far off he asked what she'd like to have for her birthday.
'I'd like to be twenty six again,' she replied, still looking in the mirror.
On the morning of her Birthday, he rose early, made her a nice big bowl of Coco Pops, and then took
her to Adventure World theme park. He put her on every ride in the park; the Death Slide, the Wall of
Fear, the Screaming Roller Coaster, everything. Five hours later they staggered out of the theme park.
Her head was reeling and her stomach felt upside down. He then took her to her to the most
happening pub. Then it was off to a movie, popcorn, a soda pop, and her favorite chocolate.
Finally, she wobbled home with her husband and collapsed into bed exhausted. He leaned over his
wife with a big smile and lovingly asked, 'Well, dear, what was it like being 26 again?
Her eyes slowly opened and her expression suddenly changed. 'I meant my waist size, silly!!!!'
Moral of the story: No matter how attentively you listen to a woman, you are gonna get it wrong. =))
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MCA-EC: Connecting People and Promoting Culture Through Vados
By Mark Lancy Mendonca, President, MCA-EC 2009-2010
If you belong to a parish in the Mangalore Diocese, you probably belong to a Vado. A vado is a
small group of parishioners geographically located close to each other. A vado has a name
(example, Kursa vado) and a Gurkar (example, Gurkar Benna), who is the leader of the vado.
The people within this vado meet regularly for happiness and sorrows of that vado and offer a
helping hand to needy family. Gurkar usually leads the prayer at the celebration and raises the
toast (aka, Gurkarachibolaiki) with the glass of spirit. Gathering may include wedding,
birthdays, engagements etc. The vado also conducts liturgical service (readings, offertory etc) at
the Sunday mass. A stronger Vado makes a stronger bond among its members; members feel
part of the family and feel the sense of responsibility for all that happens within the vado. The
question is how can we bring this unique Mangalorean heritage and reap the benefits?
Well, about three years back, all of us formed MCA-EC, which grew exponentially because of the
value it brings to its members. Because we are geographically dispersed throughout the east
coast, we all can meet only three times a year – Monti Fest, Summer Picnic and Christmas Gala.
However, the members are feeling a greater need to meet each other on a regular basis – be it for
social, professional, personal or educational reasons. To cater to this need, MCA-EC, during its
strategy meeting in Feb. 2012, created four vados (see the list below) with about 10-12 families in
each vado. Since then, members within these vados have met for way of the cross, rosary, masses,
and other celebrations with potluck dinner. Because of the geographical proximity and the
limited number of people (about 30 or so), a lot of members have been able to host these events at
their houses. As a result, our community in these vados has become stronger, children are
looking forward to these meetings as they have developed friends and adults have been able to
exchange ideas. One of the senior citizens commented, “I came here (USA) 8 times in the past.
his is the first time I felt I am in Mangalore. Kudos to all those who made it possible.”
Success begets success. A new vado in the area of Long Island was created on October 27thand
now looking at the success of these four vados, our members from Princeton have come forward
with the request to create one there, which might get started sometime early next year. Our
Gurkars have done a remarkable job in leading their respective vados. If you feel that there is a
need to create a vado of your own, please contact our passionate VP of Membership, Arun
Menezes, who will gladly help you in achieving your dreams. All we need is a Gurkar who can
lead the vado for a year, share his/her experience with other gurkars and with the executive
board. Though the job to lead as Gurkar is less involved, the impact you can create within your
vado is tremendous. The board encourages you to come forward, form the vado and reap the
benefits. Chinese Philosopher, Lao Tzu said, “The journey of thousand miles begins with the first
step.” Let’s take this first step. Together, we can make a difference!
Current Vados
Edison Vado – Gurkar: Eric Correa
Piscataway Vado – Gurkar: Jaison Banji
New York Vado – Gurkarns: Sujatha Pereira and Diana Menezes
Long Island Vado – Gurkaris: Philip Colaco and Charles Rodrigues
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Hurricane Sandy: A blessing in disguise?
By looking at the title of this article, you might be thinking that the author of this article has probably lost all his senses. Well, I
agree with your thought process, if I look at all the devastation that followed hurricane Sandy and the long recovery ahead of us.
Our hearts go to the people who lost their loved ones, property and are probably staying in government sponsored shelters.
Fortunately, the MCA-EC members in the Edison Vado had a unique experience of hurricane Sandy and this event created a
lasting bond among its members. Well, it all started when one of vado our members, Roshan D’Mello sent an email on Monday
(just before the hurricane landfall) evening to collect emergency contact information. Within a period of 60 minutes, we received
44 emails with contact information. Since then, we kept communicating through emails as hurricane Sandy made the landfall.
We got to know who had power, what damages members encountered (if any), and the hardship they are facing. By Monday
night, many people lost power and the communication became difficult. Early Tuesday, our Gurkar, Eric Correa made a surprise
visit to our house in Edison, NJ. He parked his car at a distance due to the down trees and walked to our house. After the quick
breakfast, we helped our neighbors to cut the trees fallen on the road and started visiting the houses one after the other in our vado
as well as our neighboring vado. The ride was terrific with our Gurkar, Eric stuffing six of us (Fr. Walter, Merlin, Santhan,
Melanie and Mark) in his Honda Accord! In a couple of hours, we visited 14 houses. The scene on the way was devastating with
uprooted trees, damaged houses, down wires, etc. To our surprise, none of the MCA-EC members were harmed. As we visited
house by house, we were encouraged by the positive news of our members. This is truly a blessing and the power of prayers.

As the day passed, we realized that all houses except Harry/Anita Pinto’s house, lost power. When I asked Harry about this
mystery, he jokingly said, “Unlike other houses, Fr. Walty had blessed my house with thick holy water.” The news of electricity
in Harry’s house spread like wildfire and within moments, about 7-8 families gathered in their house. Anita Pinto, just like a good
mother with over 2 dozen children, cooked delicious food for all of us. Mandas and Panpale were the real hit! Their house
became the homeless shelter for MCA-EC Edison Vado. We were all warmed up both from the warmth of the heat in the house
as well as from the warmth of their love. This is a moment that we never forget.
The next day, we heard that Christopher and Violet Monis got power. All of us, “the powerless people”, decided to eat and stay
in their house and this time, Santhan Mendonca became everyone’s mom. Third day, we all gathered at Eric/Marina Correa’s
house for dinner and the fourth day we gathered at Vijay/Vanitha Furtado’s house for dinner. The strength of the “power-less”
people decreased as the strength of the “power-ful” people increased day by day. As one by one house started getting power, they
cooked and brought food and we all had several days of good time together with fun, play and frolic. The members who grew up
in Bombay were able to bring back their past talent on Mindi Court. They boldly said, “now we are part of a new MCA-Mindi
Court Association.” This is another testimony of the MCA-EC mission – “Connecting people, Promoting culture.”
In summary, though the hurricane Sandy was devastating for many, it was a blessing in disguise for our vado which brought
several families together for some quality time. All MCA-EC members from our Vado really went out of their way to help each
other and transformed this difficult situation into a memorable one. Today, we can boldly say that our Vado has become stronger
than ever before and the members have developed a lasting bond. They say, “Pain is inevitable, but suffering is a choice.” Yes,
there was pain because of the disaster, however, we chose not to suffer by being together, helping each other both in happiness
and sorrows. Without the concept of Vado and without the efforts of its members, this natural disaster could have been very
difficult to deal with! Long live MCA-EC.
By Mark Lancy Mendonca
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Kid’s Corner
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Spectacular Christmas Displays

Christmas Song Trivia

Below is a state by state list of homes that are known to
put up a particularly great show:

How many times does Santa check his list?
Twice!
The Grinch is as cuddly as a ______?
Cactus!
It would of been a laugh to see Mommy doing
what last night?
Kissing Santa Claus!
One foggy Christmas Eve, Santa came to say
what?
Rudolf With Your ose So Bright,
Won't You Guide Sleigh Tonight?
Good tidings to you, and all of your what?
Kin!
Who was seated next to me a day or two ago in
the song Jingle Bells?
Miss Fanny Bright!
Why do I want my two front teeth for
Christmas?
So I could wish you Merry Christmas!
What did Frosty The Snowman do when they
placed the magic hat on his head?
A Hula Hoop!
On the eleventh day of Christmas, what did my
true love send to me?
Eleven Pipers Piping!
I'm dreaming of a White Christmas with what?

New Jersey
Display Name: The House Behind Acme
Address: 25 Willow Wood Court
East Rutherford, New Jersey 7073
# Lights: 80,000+
Display Name: Kloos Christmas Light Spectacular
Address: 13 Sterling Court
East Brunswick, New Jersey 8816
# Lights: 110,000
Display Name: That Christmas House
Address: 127 Hidden Trail
North Plainfield, New Jersey 7060
# Lights: 50,000

New York
Display Name: Twin Houses
Address: 1125 - 71 Street
Brooklyn, New York 11228
United States
# Lights: 14,000
Display Name: Nassau Lights
Address: 717 East Meadow Ave.
East Meadow, New York 11554
# Lights: 16,000
Display Name: Liquori Family Winter Wonderland
Address: 33 Francis Terrace
Glen Cove, New York 11542
# Lights: 25000

Pennsylvania
Display Name: Reph's Family Winter Wonderland
Address: 198 Firehouse Lane
Nazareth, Pennsylvania 18064
# Lights: 40,200

A Final Word
Christmas is synonymous with gifts, of course, the greatest of which is the birth of Jesus Christ. On a personal level, this time of the year
is particularly meaningful when I think of all my greatest gifts: a) December 26th, my wedding anniversary and b) Christmas Eve, five years ago,
the day I came to know that our family would be expanding. For all the parents of this association, just close your eyes and remember that special
moment when you realized that your 1+1 would become 3. Now, think about Mary and Joseph after their momentous journey, taking shelter in a
strange inn, yet full of joy and all encompassing love, knowing that they were soon to become parents of the one and only Son.
As we all know as parents, the love that it takes to raise a child requires more sacrifice, faith, hope, and joy than can ever be imagined. In
fact, this Christmas Edition contains numerous testimonials on how members are doing their level best to raise children, while being true to
themselves, maintaining cultural traditions and practicing faith, even under difficult circumstances. We are blessed to have an organization full of
members loyal to their family, heritage and God.
December 30th marks the Feast of The Holy Family. In times of difficulty or doubt, may we look to The Holy Family as a role model of
the sanctity of the family bond, togetherness, and enduring love. As we conclude another prosperous year, may the association’s family-at-large, as
well as our family’s households, continue to be abundantly blessed. Let the Holy Family’s example lead us to making the right decisions on a daily
basis. “O God, who is pleased to give us the shining example of the Holy Family, graciously grant that we may imitate them in practicing the
virtues of family life, in the bonds of charity, and so, in the joy of your house, delight one day in eternal rewards.”
Let’s end this year on the highest of notes, as we all take personal note of the countless blessings bestowed on our families over this past
year and as we prepare for the blessings of a Happy and Holy New Year.
10
-Editor-In-Chief, Diana M. Lewis
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LavinStar Logistics, Inc.
Your Global Shipshop

NEW YORK OFFICE:
LOS ANGELES OFFICE:
Woodbridge Corporate Plaza
Torrance Office Plaza
485 – C, US 1 South, Suite# 130
3820 Del Amo Blvd., Suite# 305
Iselin, NJ 08830
Torrance, CA 90503
Tel: +1-732-326-1111
Tel: +1-310-921-3300
Fax: +1-732-326-9222
Fax: +1-310-921-3301
e-mail: simon@lavinstar-usa.com
SERVICES WE OFFER:
International Freight Forwarding – Sea / Air
NVOCC / Consolidators – Export & Import
Warehousing & Logistics
Project Management & Auto Logistics
Customs Clearance, Door to Door Services

C–TPAT certified

669 King George Road, Fords, NJ 08863.
Tel: 732-930-7300 Cell: 908-9308987
simibiz@gmail.com
www.realtymarkagents.com/njhomes

Wishing you a Joyous Merry Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year. May the Lord Jesus
Christ bless you and keep you.
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Atlantic Subsea
108 Ferry Road, Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0714
Tel: (856) 241-3544 Fax: (856) 241-3545
operations@atlanticsubsea.com

Providing In-Depth Solutions
Atlantic Subsea is one of the largest marine infrastructure
companies in the northeast United States. We have pioneered
the marine engineering field for several years. Our
experience, expertise and knowledge of the marine industry
have led to technical and procedural innovations.

Babco Foods International, LLC.
Robert & Olivia Vaz
201 Circle Dr. North, Unit# 115
Piscataway, NJ 08854, USA
(732) 667-7577, (908) 271-9496, (908) 271-9462
Fax:(732) 667-7578, (908) 704-8842
Email: sales@babcofoods.com
Website: www.babcofoods.com
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